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XXL glasses expand the scope for design in architecture: 
view and admire at glasstec 2018 in Düsseldorf from 23 to 26 October 2018

(Not) a question of size
Architecture began to be substantially impacted by the development and the opportunities of glass manufacturing at the time when glass production became affordable, i.e. with the advent of float glass processes, which made it possible to produce glass in larger sizes. Over the last few years there has been quite an Olympic size contest among glass manufacturers. Lengths up to 18 metres are now feasible, and one company already has its sights very firmly on the 20-metre mark for 2018. Glasses in XXL sizes can still only be found in selected projects – and of course at glasstec 2018 in Düsseldorf.        

For a long time, whenever the issue of transparency was discussed in architecture, expertise and technology in glazing were measured in terms of the most efficient U-value. And it’s certainly true that, over a period of 50 years, it has been possible to move from single glazing through the first generation of insulation glass to today’s triple thermal insulation glazing. This has reduced the Ug value from over 5.0 W/(m2K) to 0.7 W/(m2K), bringing it down to almost one tenth. However, the contest for the most efficient heat insulation in thermal glazing has more or less come to an end now. Although further improvements are technically possible through quadruple or vacuum glazing, they involve so much more effort and costs, and they have so many other functional drawbacks that they cannot currently cover the full range of the market. They seem unlikely to gain much ground in the future or to be genuinely worthwhile.

Glass has increased in size
However, the heat insulation of glass is only one aspect among many that play a role in architecture. We only need to remind ourselves of fire and sound protection and shading – a feature which can now be handled by the actual glazing, thanks to electrochromic (switchable) glass. It involves no mechanical components such as external Venetian blinds or external roller blinds, which are often susceptible to malfunctioning and can no longer withstand wind impact at high altitudes. And where superlatives are concerned, glass sizes are currently a much discussed issue in the glass industry, moving away from the significance of glazing for architecture as a purely practical matter and focusing more on aspects of design and aesthetics. We might even say that glazing has become a big issue again – gaining quite literally in size. With active support from planners – though also challenged by them – glass manufacturers are now engaged in a fierce contest that will decide who eventually succeeds in manufacturing, processing and finishing even bigger glasses. The glass manufacturers that are currently setting the tone for what is feasible in the development of XXL glasses are Sedak, along with Thiele Glas, AGC Interpane, Saint-Gobain and others. Each of these companies is now able to produce 18 × 3.21 metre glasses, though Sedak is already envisaging 3.51 × 20 metres from the middle of 2018 onwards. They will then be manufacturing and finishing “the biggest glasses in the world”. And as such over-sized glasses somehow need to be transported from A to B, Sedak – a glass finishing company founded in 2007 – has developed a special inloader for this purpose. It can put 16-metre glasses on the road and is probably the longest HGV semitrailer for glass, with a total length of 23 metres.

Structural stability and logistics – the challenges of XXL glasses
In reality, the manufacturing of XXL glasses is only one side of the coin. Finishing and logistics are equally important and therefore need to be resolved and mastered. After all, XXL glasses go through just as many manufacturing stages – from the float glass bed to installation at the construction site – and just as many finishing stages as normal-sized glasses. The dimensions of such glasses only differ with regard to thickness (6 to 20 mm), while the process as such is the same as for any other sizes. However, things get trickier when it comes to ensuring structural stability in a given building. This is because mounting devices, load-bearing sections and surfaces must be able to bear the enormous weight of the glasses (between two and three tonnes, depending on size) and also cope with wind and perhaps snow. And of course there is another issue that needs to be resolved: once a large glass has reached the construction site on a truck, it needs to be transported to its final destination without the risk of damage or indeed total destruction.  

New technologies in glass processing and finishing
Depending on each customer’s preferences, the finishing of XXL glasses involve the same stages as any other glass: processing (i.e. cutting, drilling and edge treatment), pre-tensioning (partial toughening, safety tempering and heat soak testing), ceramic printing (web-feed and digital printing), coating and laminating. Glasses up to a length of five metres can even be bent in a furnace. If glasses are very large, cold-bending methods are applied, with a limited minimum bending radius (1500 x glass thickness, for example, a 12-metre radius for 8-mm glass). This shows that the parameters and therefore limits in using XXL glasses are set not only in production, but also by the further processing and finishing of such glasses. AGC Interpane and Sedak, for instance, are currently both in a position to make multi-pane thermal glasses up to 3.21 x 15 metres. Larger sizes can only be achieved for mono glasses.  

Robust edge seals and switchable glasses
Alongside finishing, logistics and installation, with XXL glasses, the focus is also on edge seals and sun protection. At least one edge is limited to a length of 3.2 metres, so that the deadweight for larger glasses increases disproportionately on the narrow side, due to the manufacturing process. Depending on the mounting of the glass onto the façade, the bond on the edge seal must achieve far more to ensure structural stability and to satisfy the need for impermeability. Unlike structural stability, the energetic relevance of the edge seal decreases in proportion to the increase in glass size. This is because the thermal bridge impact of the seal is reduced in relation to the surface area ratio. On the other hand, it is all the more important to have a reliable and efficient sun shield. Under conventional construction, e.g. with external blinds, this is virtually impossible with large glasses and particularly at high altitudes. Another aspect is the aesthetic element: It is counter-productive to emphasise the transparency of a building through the use of oversized glass, if the windows are then hidden behind blinds. Although the heat input can be noticeably reduced through low emission coating, the glare from bright sunshine still remains unresolved if no shade is provided. 
For XXL glasses it seems that switchable glazing – offered, for instance, by Saint Gobain under the brand name SageGlass – is virtually predestined as a smart solution to address all three issues: glare, aesthetics and wind load. The cost of energy (Sageglass: 2.4 W per square metre) is almost negligible, considering the money saved on the installation and maintenance of blinds. The result is that you can always see out of the window, as the view through the glass is never obstructed in any way, even when the glass is dimmed. Switchable glass technology makes it possible to trigger the tint either actively or passively. The most promising solution is currently the active electrochromic variety (e.g. EControl glass) with internal nanostructured coating. The glass turns blue when a low voltage is applied, creating the so-called “electrochromic effect”. 

Impressive references as a testimony to expertise
For a glass manufacturer references are the best form of advertising. References not only show the outstanding architecture that can be achieved with XXL glasses, but also how much expertise is required in the implementation of such projects. One example is the replacement of the 45-year-old glass façades of the UNCTAD building, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, in Geneva. They are 13 metres high and made from non-tempered glass, unusual for 1971. They were probably the largest glasses ever used up until then. The 15-metre glass façade panes for the new Apple headquarters in Cupertino were another sensation. Such projects do of course arouse ambitions among architects and image-conscious companies, and we can safely assume that Sedak’s 20-metre achievement won’t mark the end of the development and manufacturing of XXL glasses.

Experience multifunctional XXL glass formats for yourself at glasstec 2018
The performance of glass manufacturers and finishers is measured against the challenges of modern glazing posed by principles of aesthetics, design, energy efficiency, functionality, comfort and construction. There are now specially cut, curved and bent glasses, glasses with striking printing, glasses that can be dimmed as little or as much as required, and indeed glasses of hitherto unparalleled dimensions. This illustrates the enormous diversity of today’s glass processing. As a result, glass has gained a prominent position as a building material in architecture. glasstec 2018 represents today’s know-how of the glass industry and showcases its visions for tomorrow and beyond.
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Captions:
1  In May 2017 the House of European History opened its gates in Brussels. The building, which dates back to the 1930s, is a former dental clinic and was extended to include a “glass implant” with a façade consisting of glass fins of up to 3.8 metres in length.
(Photo credit: sedak GmbH & Co. KG, Christian Fabris)

2 The entrance hall to the complex at 111 South Main in Salt Lake City impresses the visitor with glass façades that are nearly 11 metres in height. They were the first to include wood veneer laminates.
(Photo credit: Steel Encounters Inc, Salt Lake City, US)

3  XXL glass on its way to the autoclaves at the glass manufacturing company Sedak – one of the specialists in the production and finishing of XXL glasses.
(Photo credit: sedak GmbH & Co. KG) 

4  Expertise in glass manufacturing and finishing is only one side of the coin. Putting the product on the road and taking it to its destination is equally important. Sedak has developed its own HGV semitrailer for this purpose. the “inliner” can transport glass panes of up to 16 metres in length.
(Photo credit: sedak GmbH & Co. KG)
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glasstec, Düsseldorf, 23-26 October 2018
International Trade Fair for Glass – Production, Processing and Products

From 23 to 26 October Messe Düsseldorf will be the venue of glasstec 2018, the leading global trade fair for glass as a material. In sheet glass, the main focus at glasstec 2018 will be on interactive glass, while in container glass it will be on energy-efficient and emission-reducing technology for glass production. 

The last glasstec in 2016 attracted 40,105 visitors from 121 countries and had 1,237 exhibitors from 52 countries, presenting their latest products, machines, developments and visions. One element that makes the trade fair especially attractive to exhibitors is the large number of decision-makers among trade visitors. Three quarters represent middle to senior management who come to glasstec with specific investment plans or to look for new suppliers. What actually matters to trade visitors is skilled contacts, concentrated demonstrations of innovative strength and a visionary outlook on future developments and business opportunities. 

All these are features of a special exhibition entitled glass technology live in Hall 11, organised for the first time by a network of technical universities: TU Darmstadt, TU Delft, TU Dresden and TU Dortmund. Innovative solutions and forward-looking technologies will be presented here. Focal areas are interactive façades and display glasses, energy and performance as well as construction glasses (solid and thin glasses). Hall 10 will be the glasstec conference venue, featuring a range of conferences that combine both theory and practice.
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